Abstract. Consider a distributed system consisting of a set V of processors, and assume that every pair of processors can directly communicate with each other. A processor structure is proposed, for implementing a dynamic set U V of processors in the distributed system. The dynamic set supports the following three operations: Insert inserts the caller (i.e., the processor executing this operation) in U, Delete removes the caller from U, and Find searches for a processor in U. To evaluate the e ciency of the implementation, an amortized analysis of the message complexity of operations is performed; the amortized number of messages per each operation is 8 + 12 log 2 (jV j ? 1), in the worst case.
Introduction
Developing algorithms to manipulate dynamic sets is an essential part of designing time e cient algorithms, and therefore, many data structures that can be used to e ciently implement dynamic sets have been proposed.
Dynamic set manipulations are very important in designing e cient distributed algorithms, also. As in sequential algorithms, many distributed problems can be solved e ciently by accommodating key information in a dynamic set to share and manipulate it among the processors. For example, the load balancing problem is reducible (in part) to the problem of searching processors for an idle one; i.e., to the problem of manipulating a \dictionary" 1 that accommodates currently idle processors. If a (FIFO) \queue" can be manipulated e ciently, the distributed mutual exclusion is easily solvable by accommodating requests for entering the critical section in the queue. Since a dynamic set is shared by the processors, it can be manipulated by plural processors, and data in the dynamic set may look to change autonomously (for some processors, or even they may not notice the change). Algorithms to manipulate the dynamic set must be designed so that they work e ciently and correctly under those situations.
In designing distributed algorithms, logical structures of processors, which we simply call processor structures, have been used to reduce the communication complexity. For example, a spanning tree of the underlying communication network is used to design broadcast and information collection algorithms. If each processor can tell which local ports correspond to tree edges of the spanning tree, both broadcasting and collecting information are e ciently achieved by owing information along tree edges. Important applications of e cient broadcast and collection algorithms include the leader election problem (e.g., the extremanding problem), and the problem of constructing the minimum spanning tree was rst discussed in this context 1, 3, 5, 7] . An in-tree is another useful structure and is used to solve the mutual exclusion problem 2, 10, 11] and the decentralized object nding problem 4] .
In this paper, we propose an idea of implementing dynamic sets by processor structures. To show that our idea is promising, we propose a processor structure that can be used to e ciently implement a dynamic set that supports the following three operations:
{ Insert: This operation inserts the processor executing the operation, i.e., caller, in the set as a new element. This dynamic set is slightly simpler than dictionary, but can be used to solve many problems, including the load balancing problem.
The proposed implementation of this dynamic set is very e cient; the amortized message complexity per operation is 8 + 12 log 2 (jV j ? 1) in the worst case.
The analysis is based on the amortized analysis invented by Ginat et al 6].
The main idea of our processor structure is to maintain a dynamic set U of processors in a form of a distributed circular list: Each processor has a local register to store the next pointer to the \next" processor. We naturally identify the distributed system with a directed graph G; the node set is the set of processors, and there is a directed edge from u to v i the next pointer of u points to v. Dynamic set U is maintained in such a way that all processors in U are contained in a unique directed cycle C in G, and that G ? C are in-trees, each of whose sink has the next pointer to a processor in C.
Cycle C may contain processors not in U, since Delete is simply implemented by marking the processor executing Delete in most of the cases. Actual removal of marked processors from C will be done later, when either Find or Insert is executed. Insert and Find executed by a processor not in C, say u, follow the directed path starting with u, until it encounters a processor in cycle C, say v, and for Insert, u and v update the next pointers so as to insert u as the next processor of v. The message complexity of those operations therefore mainly depends on the length of the directed path the executing processor traverses. To shorten the length of the traversed path, in the proposed processor structure, we adopt the heuristic of path compression used in the Union-Find algorithm 8].
The processor structure proposed in this paper can be used to solve important problems besides to implement the dynamic set in this paper: To solve the mutual exclusion problem, we circulate a single token along C and regard it as a token ring system. We can use it to implement a more complex dynamic set like a queue.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a processor structure for implementing the dynamic set de ned in this section. In Section 3, we show several applications of our processor structure. Section 4 concludes the paper with future problems. 2 The Processor Structure
The Model
In what follows, we call a processor a node, since we will identify a distributed system with a directed graph with the node set being the set of processors (in the sense we explained in Section 1). Consider a distributed system with a node set V = f0; 1; . . .; n ? 1g. There is a communication link between each pair of nodes in V , so that they can directly communicate with each other. Each link is FIFO in the sense that messages are received in the order they are sent. We assume that the processors and links are reliable.
Let U V be a dynamic set of processors that we implement in the distributed system. Set U supports the three operations Insert, Delete and Find de ned in Section 1. In the rest of this section, we rst present a processor structure for implementing U, then show its correctness, and nally evaluate its e ciency.
Local Registers
Our processor structure uses some local registers. In this subsection, we introduce them.
Each node v 2 V has a local register next v to store the next pointer that points to a node in V . (We use two more local registers token v and mark v . We explain about them later.) The node pointed by next v is called the next node of v. By associating a directed edge from v to next v with each ordered pair (v; next v ), we naturally obtain a directed graph G, in which every node has exactly one outgoing edge. Figure 1 illustrates an example of G, in which, for example, node 1 points to node 3 (i.e., next 1 = 3) and node 3 points to node 6 (i.e., next 3 = 6). Graph G is dynamic in the sense that its edge set dynamically changes, as nodes update their local registers. In our processor structure, the corresponding graph G is always kept connected. It therefore consists of a unique directed cycle C and a set of in-trees whose sink points to a node in C, since every node in G has exactly one outgoing edge. Further, circular list C is maintained so as to include all nodes in U. That is, we maintain U in C. As you will see, C may contain nodes not in U, since, in many cases, Delete only marks the caller (in C) to distinguish it from the nodes in U and the actual removal process from C is postponed until Find or Insert is executed. A local register ( ag) mark v is used to memorize whether v is marked or not. That v 2 U i mark v = 0 is intended to hold.
When the processor structure is initialized, we appoint a single node in C to be the anchor. The anchor works as the arbiter, and breaks a symmetric situation occurred in C, which may cause a deadlock or a starvation. The anchor, however, is not a xed node, but the role is taken over from one node to another. More clearly, we circulate a token along C, and the node having the token acts as the anchor. A local register ( ag) token v is used to memorize whether or not v has the token. That v is the anchor i token v = 1 is intended to hold. The anchor is not marked unless U = ;. If the current anchor executes Delete, it rst sends the token to another node in U, and then marks itself. The anchor is used to check whether U = ; or not.
Primitive Operations
The processor structure is initialized as follows. We assume that initially U = G is a single directed cycle. The token is initially given to node 0 (2 V ). Hence, initially, token v = 1 i v = 0.
In the following, we present three procedures Find, Insert and Delete that are implementations of the corresponding operations. Those procedures are assumed to be executed as atomic ones, in the sense that once the execution starts, the processor is dedicated to execute it until it nishes. The only exception is the case in which Delete is initiated by the anchor; the anchor may need to handle messages that before Delete nishes, to avoid possible deadlocks. The procedures are described in a Pascal-like language. Note that comments are enclosed by`f' and`g'.
(A) Procedure FindNode We rst present a procedure FindNode that is used as a central subroutine in the implementations of the three operations. When a node v calls FindNode, it returns w; next w ; token w ; mark w and S, where w is either the rst node in U appeared in the unique directed path from v (if U 6 = ;), or the anchor node (otherwise). Let P v (G) denote the directed path in G connecting from v to w. In FindNode, variable S is used to store the set of nodes appeared in P v (G), excluding v and w, and is used to apply the heuristic of path compression later.
If FindNode returns mark w = 1, w is the anchor since FindNode does not nd a node in U, and therefore U = ; since the anchor is marked. FindNode is given in Figure 2 . Each node u on the path traversed, upon receiving a message M 0 from v, responds as in Figure 3 . All nodes u traversed by FindNode block themselves until a further instruction (message) arrives from v, which will be issued in the procedure that calls FindNode as a subroutine. Note that for the simplicity of description, v may send or receive a message to or from v itself. In this case, we assume that v behaves like u (without actually exchanging messages), except that v does not block itself. hold. Delete is given in Figure 5 . As mentioned earlier, the execution of a procedure is usually indivisible. The only exception is the execution of FindNode by the anchor, which can occur only in Delete. If the anchor v receives an inquire message from a node v 0 when it executes FindNode and is waiting for a reply from a node w, it rst applies the path compression for the nodes in S, then suspends the execution of FindNode, and responds to the inquire message. FindNode resumes the control after processing it. Such an interrupt is necessary to guarantee deadlock-freedom. A formal description of this interrupt handler is given in Figure 6 . the anchor is transferred to v from w. A formal description of Insert is given in Figure 7 .
Proving Correctness Lemma 1. The circular list C always contains all nodes in U.
Proof. We show that every node not in C is marked. Every node is not marked and resides in the circular list C at the time of initiation. Suppose that an unmarked node u exists outside of C at some time instant. Then either u was removed from C despite that it was not marked, or its mark was removed despite that it was outside of C. The latter case never occur, since the removal of mark occurs only in Insert and it always inserts the caller as the next node of the node in U that FindNode found. Let us check that the former does not occur, either. This occurs only when a contract message is sent to an unmarked node. However, FindNode always returns a set S of marked nodes. Therefore, C includes all nodes in U.
u t Lemma 2. The graph G is weakly connected all the time, i.e., the procedures never generate a new directed cycle besides C. Proof. We show that the following two claims hold:
1. At any time instant, C contains the anchor. 2. A contract message to a node x asks x for setting its next pointer to a node in C. The rst claim holds, since the anchor is in C at the initiation time, and it is transferred to a node found by FindNode, i.e., to a descendant of the current anchor. To show that the second claim holds, examine the value of parameter w that a contract message takes. If it is issued in Find or Insert, w is the node found by FindNode, which belongs to C. Otherwise, if it is issued in Delete by the anchor, w is a node reachable from the anchor, which also belongs to C.
Using the two claims, it is easy to show that the anchor is reachable from every node in G at any time instant. Hence, G is weakly connected. u t Lemma 3. Deadlocks never occur in the proposed processor structure.
Proof. Suppose that a deadlock occurs. Then there are a set D of nodes who are executing FindNode, and each of search paths initiated by D encounters a node already blocked by another search path. Since the number of outdegree of every node is 1, it implies that every node in C belongs to one of the search paths (because there is only one cycle in G). Consider the search path containing the anchor v. v must be the initiator of the path and mark v = 1. Hence there is a node w 2 D such that the search path initiated by w sent an inquire to v but cannot get a reply from v (which causes the deadlock). However, this is a contradiction, since v will execute the interrupt handler which interrupts the search initiated by v and processes the inquire. The execution of FindNode called by w will return the data about v and terminate. u t
The following theorem can be shown using the above three lemmas, by induction on the set of time instants, at which an operation is performed. 
Theorem4. The implementations of operations

Performance Analysis of Implementation
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the implementation proposed in the previous subsections, by deriving the amortized message complexity per operation in the worst case.
Let E be a sequence of operations with { X Insert operations and { Y Find or Delete operations. Let N ? denote the total number of nodes deleted from U during E.
We estimate the number of messages issued in E. First, observe that a sequence of communications always starts with an inquire message issued in FindNode and at most two more messages will be exchanged to processing it. Suppose that a node v sends an inquire to a node w. Then w replies either a skip me or found message and blocks itself. Later, v will send one more message (either a contract, place token, remove token, or unblock) to unblock w.
Thus we can count the number of messages issued in E by counting the number of inquire messages, if FindNode is not called by the anchor and no message is discarded without processing it by the interrupt handler in Figure 6 . Suppose that the execution of FindNode by the anchor v is interrupted by an inquire message from a node v 0 , when it is waiting for a reply from a node w. Since v needs to send an unblock message to unblock w, two messages are wasted by the interrupt. The search for a node in U by v will be restarted from w by resending an inquire message to w. Let us estimate the number interrupts in E . Clearly, it is bounded from above by the number of times that FindNode is called in E. Hence at most 2(X + Y ) messages can be wasted.
We rst estimate the number M of inquire messages sent to nodes in C. Then M X + Y + N ? ; since all but the last node in each search path return a skip me message and are removed from C. Therefore, the total number Z of messages processed (i.e., and nd a node, traversing a search path. Let P i be the search path. If O i is Find operation, the path compression along P i modi es T from T i?1 to T i . We regard that the path compression consists of two phases: In the rst phase, the subpath of P i in T i?1 is compressed, and in the second phase, the rest of P i is compressed. Let T be the T immediately after nishing the rst phase. Consider a distributed system, in which tasks are dynamically created, processed and removed on processors. The dynamic load balancing problem is the problem of migrating tasks so that the load of processor balances (see, e.g., 9]). Such a migration must be planed and performed by processors autonomously, and not by an instruction of central controller that observes the global con guration of system. As in 9], we classify the degree of load of a processor into three classes; light, medium, and heavy, for the simplicity. If a processor with heavy load can search for a processor with light load e ciently, the load balancing can be solved e ciently. Theimer and Lantz's load balancing algorithm, for example, is an algorithm for nding such a lightly loaded processor, with message complexity O(jV j), in the worst case.
Our dynamic set of processors can be used to this end. We simply accommodate processors with light load in U. If the condition of a processor u changes from medium to light, u executes Insert to insert itself in U. If the condition of u changes from light to medium, it executes Delete to delete itself from U. If a processor u with heavy load wishes to migrate some tasks to a light one, it executes Find to nd such a processor. For the implementation we proposed in the last section, the amortized time complexity per operation is O(log 2 jV j) in the worst case.
Distributed Mutual Exclusion
The distributed mutual exclusion problem is the problem of guaranteeing that at most one processor can be in the critical section at a time. As in the case of dynamic load balancing, we look for a distributed solution.
The problem can be solved using the processor structure proposed in the last section. We initiate the system in such the way that U = ; holds. If a processor wishes to enter the critical section, it executes Insert and waits until it becomes the anchor. The anchor has the right to enter the critical section. When a processor v leaves the critical section, it executes Delete. Since v is the anchor, Delete rst sends the token to the next node in C (who is waiting for its turn), and then deletes v from C. This mutual exclusion algorithm requires only O(log 2 jV j) messages per entry in the amortized sense. Furthermore, this solution has the following advantages. In many cases, the set of processors that are waiting for their turn to enter the critical section is rather a small dynamic subset U of the set V of all processors. The above solution can be viewed as a token ring system among U, in which U may dynamically change. The token is circulated among a small group U.
Implementing a FIFO Queue
In Section 2, we propose an implementation of a dynamic set by using a processor structure. The dynamic set implemented supports three simple operations. If we can implement dynamic sets supporting more powerful operations, we can design e cient distributed algorithms using those dynamic sets. A (FIFO) queue of processors can be implemented using the processor structure proposed in Section 2. In this implementation, the queue is implemented in the form of circular list. The anchor represents its head. We modify FindNode so that it returns the head. Operation Find then returns the head. Operation Insert rst searches for the head and then inserts the caller as the predecessor of the head, i.e., from the tail of the circular list. We do not change the implementation of operation Delete. It passes the token to the next node, and deletes the previous head, i.e., the caller, from C.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed a processor structure for implementing a dynamic set U of processors supporting three operations; Find, Insert, and Delete. The amortized message complexity per operation is at most 8+12 log 2 (jV j?1), in the worst case. The dynamic set can be used to many important problems, including the dynamic load balancing problem. The processor structure we proposed to implement the dynamic set can be used to solve the distributed mutual exclusion problem and be used to implement other dynamic sets supporting more powerful operations, like a queue.
An important future problem is to consider an processor structure by which some dynamic set is e ciently implementable on a distributed system in which the communication cost between two processors dynamically changes.
